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TRANSFER DEVICE FOR SENSITIVE MATERIAL SUCH AS A

CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This Application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Number

61/160,187, filed March 13, 2009, the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated

herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to data sharing techniques and in particular

mechanisms for easily sharing data in a secure format.

BACKGROUND

There exists a need to transfer sensitive information, such as cryptographic keys,

between entities. As one example, secure access solution providers often need to share

cryptographic keys with their customers and vice versa in order that the solution provider

can create customized credentials and/or readers for the customer.

Many methods of transferring cryptographic keys between entities are in current

use. Most of the existing methods do not provide a high level of assurance that the key is

neither copied nor changed in the process. For example, there are instances where a

cryptographic key is written on a piece of paper and sent via postal or express delivery to

the receiving entity. There are other instances where a key is sent via facsimile

transmission or email from the sending entity to the receiving entity.

There are highly secure methods of transferring cryptographic keys between

entities. As one example, a cryptographic key can be split into any number of parts (e.g.,

seven parts) in such a manner that some subset of the parts (e.g., four parts) are needed to

reassemble the key. The parts, which are commonly referred to as key fragments, are

written individually to different secure devices such as smart cards or Fortezza cards.

Each of the cards are sent by different routes to the receiving entity. The receiving entity

waits until the necessary subset of the total number of secure devices comprising all of the

parts have arrived and combines the fragments on those devices to reconstruct the key.

The total number of parts and subparts are variable.

It can be appreciated that the simple methods described above are relatively

unsecure and the secure methods are relatively complex. It is not surprising then that

many keys are transferred using unsecure methods. What is needed is a simple yet secure



mechanism for transferring cryptographic keys and other sensitive information from one

entity to another.

SUMMARY

It is, therefore, one aspect of the present invention to provide a simple and secure

mechanism for transferring sensitive information from one entity to another entity.

Embodiments of the present invention provide a purpose-built computing device

containing a secure element, such as a tamper-resistant processor, that is used to secure

sensitive information by encoding/encrypting such information as well as unsecure

sensitive information by decoding/decrypting such information. In some embodiments,

the sensitive information is secured prior to and in anticipation of transmission of the

sensitive information to a receiving entity and is subsequently unsecured following

transmission.

In some embodiments, a user at the sending entity enters the characters of the

sensitive information to be sent to the receiving entity into a user input on the computing

device. The entries are sent directly to the secure element without passing through any

other electrical component or application. The sensitive information is transformed into

secure sensitive information by encoding or encrypting the sensitive information inside the

secure element. The secure sensitive information can then be communicated back to the

person entering the sensitive information, for example using an LED display on the

computing device. Alternatively, or in addition, the secure sensitive information is sent to

the receiving entity, for example using an Internet connection and an Internet protocol

such as the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), which is a User Datagram

Protocol (UDP)-based network protocol. In this situation, the characters representing the

secure sensitive information are communicated to the receiving entity using traditional ad

hoc low security techniques such as voice call, video call, fax, text message (e.g., Short

Message Service (SMS) message), email, letter, etc. In this manner, the sensitive

information is handled according to the highest security procedures and yet the transfer

procedure itself is simple and, therefore, can be executed using the low security methods

of key transfer such as voice call, video call, text message, email, fax, etc.

At the receiving entity, the process is reversed. The received characters, whether

received at a network interface or at a user interface, comprising the secure sensitive

information are entered into a complementary computing device of generally the same

construction as the computing device used by the sending entity. As before, the characters

representing the secure sensitive information are passed directly to the secure element.



The secure element at the receiving entity decodes or decrypts the received secure

sensitive information, as necessary, and communicates the unsecure sensitive information

back to the person handling the computing device at the receiving entity. The unsecure

sensitive information may be displayed to the user, for example, by using an LED display.

Alternatively, or in addition, the secure element may send the unsecure sensitive

information directly to an external device that is to use the sensitive data (e.g., to create

secure access credentials for the first entity).

In some embodiments, the secure sensitive information can be split into N

fragments (wherein N is a variable) inside the secure element and each fragment is treated

as above. As one example, M, a subset of the N fragments, may be sent to the receiving

entity via IP packets whereas N-M of the fragments may be communicated to the

receiving entity via phone call, video call, email, text message, fax, etc.

In accordance with at least some embodiments of the present invention, a method

of sharing sensitive information of a first entity with a second entity such that the second

entity has useable control of the sensitive information is provided, the method generally

comprises:

receiving, at a user input of a first computing device, input of sensitive

information;

transmitting the input sensitive information directly from the user input to a secure

element of the first computing device;

securing the sensitive information within the secure element by at least one of

encoding and encrypting the sensitive information with an encryption algorithm and key;

encapsulating the secured sensitive information in at least one Internet Protocol

packet for transmission across a public network; and

transmitting the at least one Internet Protocol packet containing the secured

sensitive information from the first entity to the second entity over a packet-switched

network.

Embodiments of the present invention include two parts. The first part is a secure

element, possibly in the form of a tamper-resistant processor, such as is found in a smart

card or the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card in a mobile telephone. The second part

is a computing device with a user input and, optionally an alpha-numeric display, having

communication capabilities and into which the first part is placed.

The Summary is neither intended nor should it be construed as being representative

of the full extent and scope of the present invention. The present invention is set forth in



various levels of detail and the Summary as well as in the attached drawings and in the

detailed description of the invention and no limitation as to the scope of the present

invention is intended by either the inclusion or non inclusion of elements, components,

etc. in the Summary. Additional aspects of the present invention will become more

readily apparent from the detailed description, particularly when taken together with the

drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 depicts a communication system in accordance with embodiments of the

present invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram depicting details of a computing device in accordance

with embodiments of the present invention; and

Fig. 3 is a flow chart depicting a data sharing method in accordance with

embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The invention will be illustrated below in conjunction with an exemplary

communication system. Although well suited for use with, e.g., a system using computers,

servers, and other computing devices, the invention is not limited to use with any

particular type of computing or communication device or configuration of system

elements. Those skilled in the art will recognize that the disclosed techniques may be used

in any application in which it is desirable to share sensitive information between entities

such that the data is secured for transfer purposes and useable by both entities.

The exemplary systems and methods of this invention will also be described in

relation to analysis software, modules, and associated analysis hardware. However, to

avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present invention, the following description omits well-

known structures, components and devices that may be shown in block diagram form that

are well known, or are otherwise summarized.

For purposes of explanation, numerous details are set forth in order to provide a

thorough understanding of the present invention. It should be appreciated, however, that

the present invention may be practiced in a variety of ways beyond the specific details set

forth herein.

Referring initially to Fig. 1, details of a communication system 100 are depicted in

accordance with at least some embodiments of the present invention. The communication

system 100 generally enables two different entities 104a, 104b to share sensitive

information 112 with one another. In particular, a first entity 104a may be allowed to



share its sensitive information 112 with a second entity 104b, even though the entities are

different and physically separated.

Both the first and second entities 104a, 104b may have or control their own version

of a computing device 116 that facilitates the sharing of sensitive information 112. A

computing device 116 may correspond to a hand-held device that can be used and

operated by a user 108a, 108b of the entity 104a, 104b. In some embodiments, the

computing device 116 comprises a secure element 120, a user input 124, an optional user

output 128, and an optional network interface 132.

The secure element 120 may comprise any type of secure platform for receiving

and securing the sensitive information 112. In some embodiments, the secure element

may comprise a tamper-resistant or tamper-proof processor. As one example, the secure

element 120 may comprise an Integrated Circuit (IC) card into which an application,

usually in the form of an applet, is programmed. Alternatively, or in addition, the secure

element 120 may comprise a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card having an applet

programmed therein.

The application programmed into the IC or SIM card may be capable of supporting

the features and functions of the secure element 120. For example, the application

programmed into the secure element 120 may comprise instructions which allow the

secure element 120 to communicate with the user input 124, user output 128, and/or

network interface 132. The application programmed into the secure element 120 may also

comprise encoding/decoding and/or encryption/decryption instructions which allow the

secure element 120 to translate the sensitive information 112 into secure sensitive

information and vice versa. In the encryption/decryption example, the secure element 120

may internally comprise the encryption algorithm and encryption key used in encrypting

sensitive information 112 and decrypting the encrypted version of the same.

Alternatively, or in addition, the secure element 120 may comprise an Application

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) that has been specifically programmed for executing

the secure element 120. In some embodiments, the instructions provided in the ASIC may

be similar or identical to the instructions that would be otherwise included in the

application programmed into an IC or SIM card.

In some embodiments, the user input 124 is hardwired to the secure element 120

such that input received from a user 108a, 108b at the user input 124 is transferred directly

to the secure element 120 without passing through any other electronic component or

application, such as an operating system, etc. Examples of a user input 124 include,



without limitation, a keyboard, keypad, touchpad, touchscreen, mouse, rollerball, and the

like. The user input 124 is generally responsible for converting motion of the user 108a,

108b into an electronic signal that is useable within the computing device 116.

Since the user input 124 is hardwired to the secure element 120, any input received

at the user input 124 is passed as an electronic signal directly to the secure element 120.

Within the boundary of the secure element 120, the secure element 120 may comprise the

functionality necessary to convert the electronic signal received from the user input 124

into a secure useable format. In some embodiments, the electronic signals received from

the user input 124 may be converted from ASCII characters into binary code or any other

machine code.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the secure element 120 may also comprise functionality

which allows the secure element 120 to transform the sensitive information 112 received

from the user input 124 into secure sensitive information 204 by either encoding the

sensitive information or encrypting the sensitive information with an encryption algorithm

and key. In some embodiments, the encryption algorithm and key are maintained within

each secure element 120 and are not made available outside of the secure element 120.

Moreover, the secure element 120 of the computing device 116 at the first entity 104a may

comprise the exact same functionality as the secure element 120 of the computing device

116 at the second entity 104b. In other words, the computing devices 116 at each entity

104a, 104b may be complementary or "sister devices" having similar components and

native functionality. In a preferred embodiment, the encryption algorithm and encryption

key maintained within the secure element 120 of one computing device 116 is exactly the

same as the encryption algorithm and encryption key maintained within the secure element

120 of the other computing device 116. Therefore, when a particular user input is

encrypted at one secure element 120, the other secure element 120 comprises the

necessary functionality to automatically decrypt the value and arrive at the user input.

It is, thus, one aspect of the present invention to provide a pair of computing

devices 116 having similar encoding/decoding or encryption/decryption capabilities. This

removes the requirement that the devices 116 share any additional information beyond the

secure sensitive information 204 for the device into which the sensitive information 112

was not input to determine the input sensitive information 112.

As will be discussed in greater detail below, the secure sensitive information 204

may be shared between computing devices 116 either automatically via a network

interface 132 or manually via displaying the secure sensitive information 204 on the user



output 128 of the device 116 into which the sensitive information 112 was input. This

allows the user (e.g., the first user 108a) associated with that device to receive the secure

sensitive information 204 via the user output 128. That user can communicate the secure

sensitive information 204 to the other user (e.g., the second user 108b) over a traditional

communication network 144 (e.g., via a telephone call, video call, email, SMS message,

and/or fax). The other user is then allowed to input the secure sensitive information 204

into the user intput 124 of the other computing device 116. Once the secure sensitive

information 204 is input into the other computing device 116, the secure element 120 of

that device converts the information back into unsecure sensitive information 112 such

that it can be used by the other entity (e.g., the second entity 104b). Additionally, manual

and automated mechanisms of sharing the secure sensitive information 204 may be

employed in the event that the secure sensitive information 204 is split into two or more

portions and at least one portion is shared automatically while at least one other portion is

shared manually.

Referring back to Fig. 1, the user output 128 may comprise any type of output

capable of converting electronic signals into user-perceptible information. As some

examples, the user output 128 may include one or more of a speaker, a light, a series of

lights, a Light Emitting Diode (LED) display, a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), a plasma

display, or any other component capable of rendering electronic information in a

physically-accessible format.

The network interface 132 may comprise any type of electrical component or

combination of components which allows the computing device 116 to communicate with

other devices via a network 140. In some embodiments, the network interface 132 may

comprise a network interface such as a Local Network Interface (LAN) (e.g., for IEEE

802.3 and Ethernet networks, 100VG-AnyLAN networks, and 100Base-T networks), a

Token Ring (e.g., for IEEE 802.5 networks), a Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)

(e.g., for fiber optic networks), a lOOVG-AnyLAN (e.g., for 100VG-AnyLAN networks),

a 100Base-T (e.g., for 100Base-T networks), a Point-to-Point (e.g., for networks that use

Point-to-Point routing), X.25 (e.g., for X.25 networks), wireless network adapter and

antennas (e.g., for wireless communication networks), and any other type of device

capable of formatting information received from the secure element 120 for transmission

across the network 140 and vice versa.

In some embodiments, the network 140 may comprise an Internet Protocol (IP)

network, such as the Internet, a LAN, a Wide Area Network (WAN), a 3G network, a 4G



network, or combinations thereof. In accordance with at least some embodiments, the

network 140 is adapted to carry messages between the components connected thereto.

Thus, computing devices 116 are enabled to automatically share secure sensitive

information 204 with one another via the network 140. The network 140 may comprise

any type of known communication network including wired and wireless or combinations

of communication networks and may span long or small distances. The protocols

supported by the network 140 include, but are not limited to, the TCP/IP protocol, Wi-Fi,

Wiegand Protocol, RS 232, RS 485, RS422, Current Loop, F2F, Bluetooth, Zigbee, GSM,

SMS, optical, audio and so forth. The Internet is an example of the network 140 that

constitutes a collection of IP networks consisting of many computers and other

communication devices located locally and all over the world.

The network 140 serves as one mechanism by which entities 104a and 104b can

communicate with one another and share sensitive information 112. An alternative

communication network 144 may also be provided between the entities 104a, 104b. In

particular, the communication network 144 may connect communication devices 136

maintained within each entity 104a, 104b. As an example, the communication devices

136 may correspond to telephones, video phones, Personal Computers (PCs), laptops,

cellular phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), or any other multi-function device

capable of connecting to the communication network 144. Examples of the

communication network 144 include, without limitation, a standard Plain Old Telephone

System (POTS), an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), the Public Switched

Telephone Network (PSTN), a Local Area Network (LAN), a Wide Area Network

(WAN), a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) network, a cellular communication network, a

satellite communication network, any type of enterprise network, and any other type of

packet-switched or circuit-switched network known in the art. It can be appreciated that

the communication network 144 need not be limited to any one network type, and instead

may be comprised of a number of different networks and/or network types.

It is also possible that the network 140 and the communication network 144 are a

single network. As one example, the single network may correspond to an IP network

over which the computing devices 116 share secure sensitive information 204. The

communication devices 136 may also share information utilizing Voice over IP (VoIP),

email, SMS messages, and the like.

In accordance with at least some embodiments of the present invention, the

computing devices 116 may be adapted to share secure sensitive information 204 in the



form of an SNMP message or multiple SNMP messages. To prepare the SNMP message

for transmission over the network 140, the computing device 116 may encapsulate the

SNMP message containing the secure sensitive information 204 in another type of

message format capable of being transmitted over the network 140. As one example, the

SNMP message may be encapsulated in a TCP or UDP packet or collection of packets

which are then sent over the network 140. The other computing device 116 is adapted to

receive the packet or packets of information and remove the SNMP message encapsulated

therein at which point the secure element 120 of the other computing device 116 can

transform the secure sensitive information 204 back into useable unsecure sensitive

information 112.

With reference now to Fig. 3, an exemplary communication method will be

described in accordance with at least some embodiments of the present invention. The

method is initiated when sensitive information 112 is received at the user input 124 of a

computing device 116 at the first entity 104a (step 304). The sensitive information 112,

once received at the user input 124, is passed directly to the secure element 120 of the

same computing device 116 (step 308). Within that secure element 120, the sensitive

information 112 is transformed into secure sensitive information 204 (step 312). The

sensitive information 112 may be transformed by utilizing one or more of an encoding

algorithm and an encryption algorithm and encryption key.

Once the sensitive information is secured within the secure element 120, the

method continues by determining whether the secure sensitive information 204 will be

communicated to the other computing device 116 via automatic transmission mechanisms

216 (step 316). As can be appreciated by one skilled in the art, this determination is not

exclusive. In fact, it is possible that automatic and manual transmission mechanisms may

be employed to communicate a single instance of secure sensitive information 204. As an

example, the secure sensitive information 204 may be split into two or more portions, one

of which is transmitted automatically and another of which is transmitted with manual

intervention. Therefore, the query at step 316 may correspond to a single query for all of

the secure sensitive information 204 or may correspond to multiple queries for each

portion of the secure sensitive information 204.

In the event that the automated mechanisms are to be used in transmitting the

secure sensitive information 204, the method continues with the secure element 120

transferring the secure sensitive information 204 to a network interface 132 where the

secure sensitive information is encapsulated into one or more IP packets (step 320). A



target device (i.e., the computing device 116 at the second entity 104b) and its

corresponding address (e.g., IP address, URI, URL, or the like) is also determined (step

324). The determination of the target device 324 may be made by the secure element 120,

but the determination of the target device's 324 address may be made either at the secure

element 120 or the network interface 132. Once configured for transmission across the

network 140, the method continues with the transmission of the IP packets to the target

device across the network 140 (step 328).

Referring back to step 316, in the event that manual mechanisms are to be used in

transmitting the secure sensitive information 204, the method proceeds with the secure

element 120 transmitting the secure sensitive information 204 to the user output 128,

where it is rendered for presentation to the first user 108a (step 332). The first user 108a

receives the secure sensitive information 204 (e.g., via seeing and/or hearing such

information) then utilizes the communication device 136 to communicate the secure

sensitive information 204 to the second user 108b (step 336). This step may be

accomplished by utilizing one or more of a telephone call, video call, email, SMS

message, and fax to communicate the secure sensitive information 204 to the second user

108b. As can be appreciated by one skilled in the art, the second user 108b utilizes its

communication device 136 to receive the secure sensitive information 204 if transmitted

via a manual mechanism. The second user 108b then enters the secure sensitive

information 204 into the user input 124 of their computing device 116, where it is

transmitted directly to the secure element 120 of the same.

Regardless of whether or not the secure sensitive information 204 is received via

automatic or manual-intervention mechanisms, the method continues with the secure

sensitive information 204 being passed from the network interface 132 or user input 124 to

the secure element 120 (step 340). The secure sensitive information 204 is then unsecured

by the secure element 120 by reversing the process which was applied at the first entity

104a (step 344). In particular, the secure element 120 at the receiving computing device

116 comprises the same algorithms and/or keys as the secure element 120 at the sending

computing device 116 such that when it receives input that is identified as already secured,

the secure element 120 reverses the process that was used to secure such data and the

secure sensitive information 204 is transformed back into unsecure sensitive information.

Once in this form, the sensitive information 112 can be used by the second entity

104b (step 348). In some embodiments, the second entity 104b may be allowed to

generate secure access credentials (e.g., smart cards) for the first entity 104a using the



sensitive information 112 of the first entity 104a. Because the sensitive information 112

was shared using the pair of computing devices 116 described herein, the first entity 104a

is able share its sensitive information 112 via relatively simple but secure mechanisms.

While the above-described flowchart has been discussed in relation to a particular

sequence of events, it should be appreciated that changes to this sequence can occur

without materially effecting the operation of the invention. Additionally, the exact

sequence of events need not occur as set forth in the exemplary embodiments. The

exemplary techniques illustrated herein are not limited to the specifically illustrated

embodiments but can also be utilized with the other exemplary embodiments and each

described feature is individually and separately claimable.

The systems, methods and protocols of this invention can be implemented on a

special purpose computer in addition to or in place of the described access control

equipment, a programmed microprocessor or microcontroller and peripheral integrated

circuit element(s), an ASIC or other integrated circuit, a digital signal processor, a hard-

wired electronic or logic circuit such as discrete element circuit, a programmable logic

device such as TPM, PLD, PLA, FPGA, PAL, a communications device, such as a server,

personal computer, any comparable means, or the like. In general, any device capable of

implementing a state machine that is in turn capable of implementing the methodology

illustrated herein can be used to implement the various data messaging methods, protocols

and techniques according to this invention.

Furthermore, the disclosed methods may be readily implemented in software..

Alternatively, the disclosed system may be implemented partially or fully in hardware

using standard logic circuits or VLSI design. Whether software or hardware is used to

implement the systems in accordance with this invention is dependent on the speed and/or

efficiency requirements of the system, the particular function, and the particular software

or hardware systems or microprocessor or microcomputer systems being utilized. The

analysis systems, methods and protocols illustrated herein can be readily implemented in

hardware and/or software using any known or later developed systems or structures,

devices and/or software by those of ordinary skill in the applicable art from the functional

description provided herein and with a general basic knowledge of the computer arts.

Moreover, the disclosed methods may be readily implemented in software that can

be stored on a storage medium, executed on a programmed general-purpose computer with

the cooperation of a controller and memory, a special purpose computer, a microprocessor,

or the like. In these instances, the systems and methods of this invention can be



implemented as program embedded on personal computer such as an integrated circuit

card applet, JAVA® or CGI script, as a resource residing on a server or computer

workstation, as a routine embedded in a dedicated communication system or system

component, or the like. The system can also be implemented by physically incorporating

the system and/or method into a software and/or hardware system, such as the hardware

and software systems of a communications device or system.

It is therefore apparent that there has been provided, in accordance with the present

invention, systems, apparatuses and methods for sharing sensitive data between entities.

While this invention has been described in conjunction with a number of embodiments, it

is evident that many alternatives, modifications and variations would be or are apparent to

those of ordinary skill in the applicable arts. Accordingly, it is intended to embrace all

such alternatives, modifications, equivalents and variations that are within the spirit and

scope of this invention.



What is Claimed is:

1. A method of securely sharing sensitive information of a first entity with a

second entity such that the second entity has useable control of the sensitive information,

the method comprising:

receiving, at a user input of a first computing device, input of sensitive

information;

transmitting the input sensitive information directly from the user input to a secure

element of the first computing device;

securing the sensitive information within the secure element by at least one of

encoding and encrypting the sensitive information with an encryption algorithm and key;

encapsulating the secure sensitive information in at least one Internet Protocol

packet for transmission across a public network; and

transmitting the at least one Internet Protocol packet containing the secure sensitive

information from th

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the secure element comprises a tamper-

resistant processor.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the packet-switched network comprises the

Internet.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the first entity controls the first computing

device and wherein the at least one Internet Protocol packet is transmitted from the first

computing device to a second computing device controlled by the second entity.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising:

receiving, at the second computing device, the at least one Internet Protocol

packet;

using, by the second entity, the second computing device to un-encapsulate the

secure sensitive information;

unsecuring, within a secure element of the second computing device, the secure

sensitive information; and

using, by the second entity, the unsecure sensitive information in at least one

application not controlled by the first entity.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the unsecure sensitive information is used

by the second entity to create authentication credentials for use by the first entity.



7. A method of securely sharing sensitive information of a first entity with a

second entity such that the second entity has useable control of the sensitive information,

the method comprising:

receiving, at a user input of a first computing device, input from the first entity of

sensitive information;

transmitting the input sensitive information directly from the user input to a secure

element of the first computing device;

transforming the sensitive information into secure sensitive information within the

secure element by at least one of encoding and encrypting the sensitive information with

an encryption algorithm and key;

transmitting the secure sensitive information from the secure element to a user

output available to the first entity;

reading, by the first entity, the secure sensitive information from the user output;

and

communicating, by the first entity to the second entity, the secure sensitive

information via at least one of a telephone call, video call, email, SMS message, and fax.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the secure element comprises a tamper-

resistant processor.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the user input is hardwired to the secure

element.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein the sensitive information is transmitted

directly from the user input to the secure element without the assistance of an operating

system.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

receiving, at the second entity, the secure sensitive information;

using, by the second entity, a second computing device to transform the secured

sensitive information back into sensitive information; and

leveraging, by the second entity, the unsecured sensitive information in at least one

application not controlled by the first entity.

12. A system, comprising:

a first computing device comprising a secure element hardwired to a user input,

wherein the first computing device is under control of a first entity, and wherein the first

computing device is configured to receive sensitive information via the user input and



provide the sensitive information directly to the secure element where the sensitive

information is at least one of encoded and encrypted as secure sensitive information; and

a second computing device comprising a secure element hardwired to a user input,

wherein the second computing device is under control of a second entity different from the

first entity, and wherein the second computing device is configured to receive the secure

sensitive information stored on the secure element of the first computing device, transform

the secure sensitive information into unsecured sensitive information, and at least one of:

(1) display the unsecured sensitive information on a user output of the second computing

device and (2) sending the unsecured sensitive information to an external device.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the user input of the first computing

system is hardwired to the secure element of the first computing system such that no other

electrical components or applications receive data transmitted from the user input to the

secure element.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the user output of the second computing

system is hardwired to the secure element of the second computing system such that no

other electrical components or applications receive data transmitted from the secure

element to the user output.

15. The system of claim 12, wherein (1) is performed.

16. The system of claim 12, wherein (2) is performed.

17. The system of claim 12, wherein the first computing device comprises a

network interface configured to encapsulate the secured sensitive information in at least

one Internet Protocol packet for transmission across a public network and transmit the at

least one Internet Protocol packet to the second computing device.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the second computing device comprises a

network interface adapted to receive the at least one Internet Protocol packet and obtain

the secure sensitive information therefrom.

19. The system of claim 12, wherein the second computing device receives the

secure sensitive information as user input received at the user input of the second

computing device.

20. The system of claim 12, wherein the secure element of the first computing

device comprises one or more of an applet programmed into an Integrated Circuit card, an

applet programmed into a Subscriber Identity Module card, and an Application Specific

Integrated Circuit.
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